On Hamilton's Numbers.
[Apr. 19, number, could be expressed as a series of powers of -r, tbe half of its antecedent, in which the indices followed the sequence 2, • §-, 1, 4 JL g> 2' It was there shown that, when quantities of an order of magni tude inferior to that of (q -r)3 are neglected, p -q -(q~r)2+ £(2-O1 + » but, on attempting to carry this development further, it was found that, though the next term came out -j-f-f-g-(q -r)s, there was an in finite series of terms interposed between this one and (q-r )h. In the present section it will be proved that between r)3 and (q-ry there lies an infinite series of terms whose indices are-5 _9 1 7 3 3 J 5 ■8 9 1~6> I " 2 J 6~4> * * * * and whose coefficients form a geometrical series of which the first term is Tf f 5 and the common ratio f . We shall assume the law of the indices (which, it may be re marked, is identical with that given in the introduction to this paper as originally printed in the ' Proceedings ') and write- If there were any terms of an order superior to that of ( 2 **)*» whose indices did not obey the assumed law, any such term would make its presence felt in the course of the work ; for, in the process we shall employ, the coefficient of each term has to be determined before that of any subsequent term can be found. It was in this way that the existence of terms between (q -r)% and (g--r)J was made manifest in the unsuccessful attempt to calculate the coefficient of ( 2 -r)4.
It thus appears that the assumed law of the indices is the true one. It will be remembered that p, q are # In the text above 0 represents some unknown function, the asymptotic value of whose ratio to (q -p)* is finite. 1888.1
Problems on the Cross-sections of Pipes, Sfc.
sharpened Hamiltonian Numbers E»+1, E", E»_i, .... and that con sequently the relation- In that division of hydromechanics which is devoted to the investi gation of the flow of liquids through pipes and open channels, the resistance due to the friction of the contained liquid against the sides of the pipes or channels has led to expressions for the velocity as a function of the dimensions and shape of the cross-section commonly designated as the hydraulic mean depth.
, . E»(E»-1) E"+i(E»_i-1) ( E"_j-2)
This quantity is defined as the quotient of the area of the crosssection of the liquid by that part of its perimeter in contact with the pipe or channel. In a full pipe this perimeter is identical with that of the pipe's cross-section, and in practice this is generally a circle.
It is also proved from the Calculus of Variations that a circle is the closed curve which, under a given perimeter, has the largest area, and by the same processes of analysis a segment of a circle appears to be that which includes the greatest area between its arc and its chord.
If we call the hydraulic mean depth of a pipe or channel bounded by a curved outline u, its definition gives the condition
